
 
 

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET N° 226 
 

DECOR COLOR (DECORATIVE LINE) 
CONCENTRATED COLOURED PASTES FOR “DECOR” LINE 

 
FEATURES: Range of 21 concentrated coloured pastes, called “toner” of “Decor colour” line. They are 
formulated in hydro-emulsion suitable for internal and external surfaces(only DC02-DC03-DC07-DC10-DC11-
DC12 are not suitable for external surfaces). They are used to colour “DÉCOR” white bases (when mentioned 
on technical data sheets) to obtain the colours reported on the colour display brochure or to personalize a colour. 
These pastes contain pure pigments free from heavy metal and resistant to atmospheric agents. 
The colourants pastes are 21 and they can be collected in 7 groups of three elements each: 
 
- DC01 / DC02 / DC03  warm tones from yellow sun to yellow orange; 
- DC04 / DC05 / DC06  autumn rusty tones; 
- DC07 / DC08 / DC09  dark red tones, old fashioned tones; 
- DC10 / DC11 / DC12  purple tones, classical tones for internal; 
- DC13 / DC14 / DC15  green and water green tones from the nature; 
- DC16 / DC17 / DC18  blue tones as the shades of the sky; 
- DC19 / DC20 / DC21  grey and dark brown tones as the shades of the earth. 
 
They can be mixed together in order to create and personalize new colours.They are sealed in  graduated 
dispensers from 2 to 80 ml.  
 
APPLICATION: The concentrated pastes “DECOR COLOR” can be added to white bases of “DECOR LINE” 
(for further information, see the technical data sheets) and mix manually, with a stainless steel trowel, do not use 
high speed automatic mixers up to obtain an homogeneous paste. Use when  the outside temperatures are 
between +8°C and + 30°C. Do not use the obtained compound on hot or frost surfaces, in case of strong wind or 
when there is a high percentage of humidity. Pay attention to cover all the surfaces that don’t need to be painted 
such as doors, windows, furnishings or floors.  
 
DILUTION: None. Ready to use. Shake well the dispenser before use. 
 
VISCOSITY: Fluid. Easy to dispense. 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT: Kg./lt.:   1,40 - 1,70   at 23 ± 2°C. 
 
TOOL MAINTENANCE: Wash with water immediately after use. With “FATEC NITRO” in case of 

hardening.  
 
PACKAGES: Dispenser of 80 ml. 
 
COLOURS: 21, as reported on FEATURES chapter 
 
STORAGE: Keep in a cool dry place, far from frost and from the reach of children. Close 

well the dispenser and clean the crown cap. If the indications are followed, 
the product can stay for 1 year. 

Terza Edizione. Data di compilazione: 02/12/2008. La presente annulla e sostituisce le precedenti. 
Quanto riportato è frutto delle nostre migliori conoscenze ed esperienze. L’utilizzatore finale è comunque tenuto a 
mettere in atto prove preventive per appurare l’idoneità del prodotto all’uso richiesto ed è responsabile della sua messa 
in opera. 


